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All songs* on Where Muscle Cars Roam were written and composed by Adam Dietz
* I’d Rather Build a Home was written and composed by Hanna Rifkin
Recording by Myles Boisen, of Guerrilla Recording studios, Oakland, CA
Book design and Production: Luiz F. Ferrari and Adam Dietz

Where Muscle Cars Roam is streaming on Spotify and available for download 
at Bandcamp.com. For upcoming gigs, additional music, video, and more visit 
www.bonesyard.org
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Oh, build me a home
Where the Muscle Cars Roam
Where the drones and Twitter birds sing
Where seldom is heard, a conservation concern
And Skynett’s a-killing again

Gentlepeople, start your engines

That’s the hidden, hidden track on Where 
Muscle Cars Roam, embedded deep inside the 
album. Somewhere. Remember when there were 
hidden tracks on albums?! Remember when there 
were albums?! I remember skipping class to go 
the record store and buy a new album. Times 
have certainly changed. Do you know where 
your local record store is? When was the last 
time you bought an album (no judgment, just 
curious)?! 
Chances are that you (like me) listen to 

music streaming from The Cloud on an advanced 
handheld device. So too, an overbearing bully 
(who just so happens to be the president of 
the USA) twiddles his thumbs to Tweet “this 
GLOBAL WARMING bullshit” was “created by and 
for the Chinese in order to make U.S. 
manufacturing non-competitive”. With that, I 
submit to you, Where Muscle Cars Roam:
• A concept album that takes place sometime 
before, during, and after a pending dystopian 
apocalypse that drowns California into the 
sea;
• It is simultaneously comedic and heavy in 
tone because I know no other way to make 
sense or peace with a future where many 
people won’t be able to afford drinking 
water;
• Lonely, and free. More connected, but miles 
apart.  You’re addicted too, just like me;
• And yet... there is beauty. There is love. 
There is joy. There is laughter. There is 
community. There is family.
I didn’t know I was writing a concept album 

when Luiz first approached me about producing 
an album. But then I found myself repeatedly
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writing about climate change, drought, water, 
dystopia, technology, displacement, and 
people in marginalized positions. And, as far 
back as I can remember, several of my songs 
take place in a car or out on the road.
Why muscle cars? I suppose there are a few 

reasons. First, my favorite line in the album 
features a blue Camaro. Second, there’s a 
song titled Corvette (initially named after a 
guitar). Third, I viewed this album taking 
place on the outskirts of civilization, 
perhaps where Mad Max takes place, situated 
between the caskets of Cadillac Ranch. Last, 
and certainly not least, the muscle car is 
inherently American (USA varietal): brash, 
brazen, boasting, unapologetic, and wasteful.
Initially, the physical setting of the album 

took place on the outskirts of falling, 
Californian metropoles. And in some cases, 
settings not-so-affectionately dubbed 
‘Murica. Yet, as I kept writing, I observed 
hungry packs of muscle cars roaming the hills 
of Oakland and San Francisco. So too, the en-
bubbled and “enlightened” Bay Area bares 
culpability and despair in these scary times. 
And the rest is history.
I am immensely proud of this album and 

thrilled with how it turned out. Though it is 
dark at times, I don’t find it depressing. I 
see it more as a call to action and a request 
to come together, for the sake of one 
another. I am forever grateful to Luiz for 
joining me in this journey and for empowering 
me to make it happen. And of course, I am 
very appreciative of Brian, Niko, and Hanna 
(and Rufus too!) for sharing their time, 
energy, talent, creativity, and vision for 
this project.

Buckle up, and enjoy the ride!

Adam Dietz, California, February 2017
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Though unintentional, I love how this song begins with a door slamming 
shut. Picture a screen door overlooking a serene, mountain creek. 
Hopefully one that isn’t drying up. Or excessively polluted. Or for sale.

INTRO
(instrumental; Resonator guitar: Adam Dietz)

Photo: Wesley Woo Music
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Down with the whiskey, up with a beer
Laugh too heartily
Swashbuckling, cavalier
Denial, survival

California, don’t know what she’s worth
California, roll into the mirth
Evading, still praying

Chorus: 
One of these days
Here on Earth or space
Pardon our haze
However ya go
Tailgating or slow
Above deck or below
California rock, California roll, down to the coral
California rock, California roll...

Post-post modern, post apocalypse
After noon-time, the heat makes a hiss
On trial? Blame God y’all?

Rocky Mountain got a coastline view
Rocky Mountain bleeds a new type of blue
Erosive, corrosive

Chorus 

Down with the whiskey, up with a beer
Laugh too heartily, compensating for fear
On trial? Denial...

CALIFORNIA ROLL
(Lead vocals, guitars, and alto saxophone: Adam Dietz / Bass, Hammond M3 
organ, backing vocals: Niko Bakulich / Drums: Brian Godwin)
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Admittedly, sushi may be the first thing that comes to mind when seeing the 
title. And though I love the idea of leaving lyrics open to interpretation, I 
want to be very clear: this song is not about sushi. Rather, it is in 
reference to the infamous “California Roll” maneuver where drivers come to an 
illegal, non-stop-roll through neighborhood intersections. So too, American 
society (the USA version) utilizes a California roll in its handling of 
climate change, conservation, and social justice actions.

One influence for this song is none other than the very first Superman
movie. The one where Lex Luthor (Gene Hackman’s) plots to separate 
(physically) California from the lower 48 United States in a maniacal real 
estate scheme destined to net him riches galore.

California Roll takes place just prior to this dystopian hell. 
Intentionally dramatic and farcical, this song personifies how I cope with 
disconcerting forces far beyond my control. It’s not funny. Far, far from it. 
And that’s why it’s funny to me. Oh, and then there’s the booze. Soma. A way 
to cope, blunt, distort, or quiet discontent. Perhaps. I just like the way 
beer tastes. Yet, is it not by design that opiates exist to placate the 
masses?
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I'd rather be alone than with somebody I don't like
So for now I guess I'll be alone
I see couples on the street, 
They are not smiling or talking
And I ask myself, is this really it?

I'd rather be alone than with somebody I don't like
So for now I guess I'll be alone
I'd like to take this opportunity
to thank my friends and family
your arms they carry me along the way

I'd rather be alone than with somebody I don't like
So for now I guess I'll be alone
I just want someone I can laugh with
and a face that I wanna kiss
it's a hard combination to find

I'd rather be alone than with somebody I don't like
So for now I guess I'll be alone
I juggle my schedule every day
honey - I've always been this way
when I spend my time, I'm gonna make it count

I'd rather build a home with people who I like
'cause then it's more than a house, it's my home
Sabrina, David, Linda, Lenny, they are home to me
We’ve got love in the kitchen and we're a family
---
Sabrina, David, Linda, Lenny, they are home to me
We’ve got love in the kitchen, Linda's got her 
chickens, we got arms for each other, we're
a family!

I'D RATHER BUILD A HOME
(Lead vocals: Hanna Rifkin / Tuba: Jonathan Seiberlich /  Clarinet: Tom 
Griesser / Electric guitar: Adam Dietz)
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The line “I’d rather be alone than with someone I don’t like” is honest, and 
took some work for me to arrive at that idea. I wrote that first line as I 
walked from the 16th street BART to my house on a new year’s eve day.

Hanna Hifkin
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Lonely and free
Lady Dupree
I dig the way that ya sing... gritty and melancholy

A cowgirl’s got soul
A pinch of punk, some rock n roll
Hollowed deep in her bones... honest like this watering hole

I dream of your voice
It ain’t like I got much choice
Harmonize on choruses we... oh, how would I rejoice

May I have this dance?
A Swing and hit for romance
I like the way that you move...come on, Honey give us a chance

Let’s build us a home
Out where the muscle cars roam
Palm trees and a dog for the yard...Camaro blue, tanning its chrome

WHERE MUSCLE CARS ROAM: ODE FOR LADY DUPREE
(Male vocals and guitar: Adam Dietz / Female Vocals: Mel Russo / Steel 
pedal guitar: Ethan Lee)

Chronologically speaking, this was the first song I wrote for this album. At 
the time of its writing, I had no idea that this album (or any album) would be 
its eventual home. Taking place in a dive-bar on the outskirts of Purgatory, 
this song is heavily inspired by Lera Lynn’s performances in season two of True 
Detective.

Boiled down to its essence, this is truly a love song. Not the traditional 
type, mind you. But a love song nonetheless. Love for the singer-songwriter. 
Love for the performer. Love for performer in his/her element. Inspirational. 
Beautiful. Real. And while I’m being honest here, there is a performer (a famous 
one) that I do have a major crush on after seeing her perform.
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Gettin’ old...nod along with the news on the TVs
So I’m told...rash of kids bustin’ windows, don’t take nothin’
Unconsoled, hit the tour-bus didn’t take my album
Crime undersold...broken glass cost me more than recordin’ 
World’s gone cold...make it a double, no rocks for my whiskey
Gettin’ old...make it a double, no rocks for my whiskey

Gettin’ old...killer bees buzzin’ around my backyard
Been foretold...someone better go shutdown Skynett
Robots scold...man the species, woman the die-hard
Pocket gold...like a fool, a fool with good credit
Fear take ahold...make it a double, no rocks for my whiskey
Gettin’ old...make it a double, no rocks for my whiskey

Gettin’ old... pollution drowin’ out my radio 
Millions sold...cookie cutter, soma and contagious
Science showed...tired volume, timbre, and tempo
Dried from a mold, 8 co-writers, content weightless
Got no soul...make it a double, no rocks for my whiskey
Gettin’ old...make it a double, no rocks for my whiskey

NO ROCKS
(Lead vocals and all guitars: Adam Dietz / Bass and background vocals: 
Niko Bakulich / Drums: Brian Godwin)
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I’ll let the lyrics do most of the 
talking here, but my favorite story 
about this song is this: when I first 
introduced it to the band, Niko said, 
“it sounds like a cross between The 
Grateful Dead and The White Stripes”. 
I’ve never been prouder as a songwriter 
than I was on that day. 
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“I knew your daddy well, knew him before your Ma
Back when he was running dope from Auburn to St. Paul”

Chorus:
Made a deal with the devil
He thought he could save the town
‘Sell your soul for the water rites
Watch the money trickle down
It never was a fair fight, if e’er life was fair
Four horseman bring me silver
Tell me now, does Jesus care?

“It’s too loud in here, won’t you please pull up your chair
Knew you were your daddy’s boy by the way you shake your hair”

Chorus

I heard he’s a recluse now, can barely hold down a job
His wife and his money gone in a dusty cloud of fraud

TRICKLE DOWN
(Vocals and guitar: Adam Dietz / Bass and Rhodes piano: Niko Bakulich /
Drums: Brian Godwin)
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“Fair is foul, and foul is fair”. That’s the only line missing from this song 
along with the haunting, yet insightful cackling of witches one, two, and three.

As I was writing this song, I crafted it to somewhat precede or follow a story 
from an earlier song of ours called Matching Tattoos. Both songs feature an adult 
son searching for an estranged father. If Trickle Down features the same father and 
son, then their story brightens a bit as we can now see why the father made some of 
the choices he did and that he did so with good intentions in mind. I like that 
idea. It highlights for me that people aren’t good or bad necessarily; rather, their 
choices and subsequent consequences can be good and/or bad.

This is may be my favorite song on the album because I think it features our 
finest musicianship. Compositionally and technically speaking, it is not a 
complicated song to play. Therein, lies the rub. Brian, Niko, and I speak the same 
musical language here to set a scene and tell a story.

Photo: Barbara Stein
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Lonely like me
An addict, not free
I dig the way that you sing...trivial and solitary

Do all men got soul?
A pinch of hope, A dream untold?
Hiding under his bones...a spark that can not be sold

Strain to hear your voice
Buried beneath their ploys
A world polluted and mean... compassion killed in the noise

Go on and let yourself dance
Everyone’s connected, enhanced
I like the way that you move… uniformly lost in a trance

So put down your phone
Listen for the muscle car moan
Flamingos and a dog for the yard...maybe then you won’t be so alone

Lonely, not free
An addict like me
Lonely, not free
An addict like me

WHERE MUSCLE CARS MOAN: ODE OF ANOMIE
(Vocals, guitar, delay pedal: Adam Dietz / Lead guitar: Luiz Ferrari)
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Intentionally the foil of Where Muscle 
Cars Roam: Ode for Lady Dupree. Where the 
former is a love song of sorts, this song 
explores the differences between being 
alone, feeling lonely, to then being 
utterly disconnected.

One might argue that disconnect is a 
function of the individual and his/her 
personality, behaviors, and/or life 
choices. Further still, it may be a 
function of a debilitating depression; a 
chronic illness that spins an individual 
around in an endless feedback loop of 
isolation and self-loathing. I do think 
that the individual bears some 
culpability when he/she feels 
disconnected.

However, I believe that society bears 
culpability as well, if not more. Framed 
from a Marxist lens, this dystopia views 
the individual as nothing more than a 
replaceable widget maker existing solely 
to expand an indefatigable machine. So 
too, I wonder what Durkheim might say 
about social media and how it serves as 
the primary vehicle for human connection. 
A powerful tool indeed. Yet, I am often 
struck with how mean The Internet can be 
and how mean we are to one another.

The stakes are high in this song. So 
too, the stakes are high in our world. 
Though I am not a fatalist, I am 
concerned for our future and would like 
to see us treat our Earth and one another 
far better and nicely.
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CORVETTE
(Vocals and guitars: Adam Dietz / Bass and Hammond 
M3 organ: Niko Bakulich / Drums: Brian Godwin / 
Lead guitar: Luiz Ferrari)

Though it’s true that Moshe never asked much, he always dreamed of driving a 
red Corvette
A thrill for speed and the finer things, he shacked up down by the shore
Booked passage on a drifter south, searchin’ for the world’s greatest rum
Til a burning bush set his heart ablaze, Exodus plagues Oakland too

Pulled over off to the side of the road, with a sawed-off and Crusade in mind
No matter what they say, we all know that freedom ain’t free
“How many have to die? How far must we go? Can I ever look myself in the eyes 
again?”
Destined to die outside the Promised Land, alone...
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This is certainly the riskiest song on the album: ambitious both musically 
and thematically. I fully acknowledge that I am taking quite a creative leap in 
developing a modern-day Moses.

Here, Moshe finds himself in the midst of an exodus that is symptomatic of 
widespread displacement and gentrification “plaguing” the Bay Area. A tsunami of 
tech-money both incomprehensible and disproportionate to its surroundings is 
swallowing everyone and everything in its path; rapidly changing people, 
communities, businesses, and values. As a consequence, living conditions in the 
Bay Area for teachers, hospitality workers, artists, and marginalized 
populations prove difficult if not untenable.

Untenable living conditions certainly do not compare to literal enslavement. 
It does breed hostility, despair, and complacency. That doesn’t feel like 
freedom to me. And I truly believe that we can and need to do better. To support 
one another. To allow one another to exist. To stop distorting the value of one 
trade over another. Afterall, how is it that we value the development of phone 
applications over the development of young adults in school?

Enter Moses. An inspiring leader who was willing to demand the unimaginable 
while bringing community together for the vision of something better. I am not 
condoning violent revolution. I am, however, condoning a revolution of ideals 
and values. Perhaps a modern-day Moses can help bring us together to see the 
value in each of us. Perhaps not.

Oh, and this song was named after a Gretsch Corvette guitar that I used for 
the opening hook. I decided to send this guitar off to greener pastures which is 
a nice segway to articulate that at least three guitars I used on this album are 
no longer in my possession.
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He was born in the heat of New Orleans
His Daddy a good looker like him
His momma, a Belgian sophisticate
What a night of lovin’ they did have

Chorus:
Tell us ‘bout California
Do the girls still wear flowers in their hair?
Is it true the techies killed San Francisco?
Or was it you and me who buy their wares?

He loves himself the view from the mountain top
He fancies himself a blonde, beach boy too
He harbors a diamond beneath his breastplate
The purest soul, I know

Chorus

There ain’t nobody that lives on forever
And it’s true that dogs pass-on to the moon
Lately, I think Rufus has got it better
Screw the golden years, getting old’s a drag

Chorus 2
Where in hell is California?!
The girls stopped wearing flowers in their hair.
Yes, it’s true. The techies killed San Francisco
Along with you and me, so who cares?

WHO KILLED SAN FRANCISCO?
(Lead vocals, harmonica, acoustic guitar: Adam Dietz / Background
vocals: Rufus)
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This song is very much about Rufus and my return to 
the Bay Area from New Orleans. Thematically, it 
continues the conversations in the songs before it, 
using Rufus and his parents (whomever they are) as 
inquiring minds asking if the Bay Area has really 
changed as much and in the manner people say it has.

So too, this song begins to explore the concept of 
death and culpability. The death of an era and the 
death of a culture juxtaposed against my attempt to 
grapple with Rufus’ eventual death. Though sad, death 
is part of our existence. As a social worker, I happen 
to work with a number of elderly individuals. Aging is 
not for beginners, and some societal forces truly 
render our elder years as anything but golden. 

I’ve been trying to capture that idea in song ever 
since I heard an elderly gentleman struggling to get 
down the stairs humorously mutter, “Screw the golden 
years”. I urge all my loved ones and peers to 
contemplate quality over longevity, though there are 
moral and ethical considerations and complications with 
that statement too.

I love hearing Rufus in my music and have had the 
privilege of featuring his singing on each of my albums 
so far. I get a kick out of hearing him howl along 
every single time. And I do hope to gain some peace 
knowing that I will always have his voice with me when 
he does pass on to the moon.
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She tugs her hem down to cover up her knees
Both bloodied from climbing up trees
The boys bet she couldn’t climb as high 
them...but she did

Her mother scolds her, “that’s not what 
ladies do!”
“Good lord, child, you’ve ruined your Sunday 
shoes!”
The boys bet she couldn’t climb as high 
them...but she did

Tonka truck stalls in the rainforest dead
Godzilla and Underdog lie in its bed
Against all odds what will our heroes do?

Deforestation, guerrillas on attack
Dastardly mind-control, their hearts out-of-
whack
Against all odds what will our heroes do?

AT PLAY
(Vocals and guitar: Adam Dietz)

And yet, there is hope. And love. One of 
my favorite themes of What’s Going On? is 
Marvin’s plea to save the children. Though at 
play, the child (or children) does so against 
a backdrop of negative sociopolitical forces: 
gender roles, patriarchy, deforestation, 
corruption, propaganda, and fighting back.

In a way, I hope that this song gives us 
all permission to play. To make space in our 
lives to experience joy and fun. Not as a 
means of distraction. No. Rather, as a means 
of passing time with an intention to feel, 
experience, share, and spread joy.
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OUTRO
(Guitars, saxophone, Rhodes piano: Adam Dietz)

Initially, I was planning a 4-5 part opus outro to close out this album. But it 
just didn’t fit. Thematically or conceptually. And thank goodness. I am elated with 
how Outro turned out. Do you ever just get this idea in your head, but you’re just 
not sure how it’s going to turn out or how the hell you’re going to pull it off?! 
Well, that’s what happened here.

Thank you for joining me on this journey. Thank you, and “keep on 
rockin’ in the Free World”... wherever that is.
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Turning off the engine

A privilege. That’s how I would call the opportunity to be part of this album. 
Playing with such talented musicians as Adam, Hanna, Niko and Brian; not 
forgetting the guests Tom, Mel, Ethan and Jonathan (and, of course, Rufus and 
“little bean” Megan) was a privilege. Oh, and our sound engineer Myles! His help 
was essential to bring brilliance and quality to the recordings. Ok, I digress, 
but it was necessary to say this. 

Anyway, apart from the great music, the criticism expressed in the lyrics –
well described in this booklet – against the absurd and nonsensical gentrification 
in the Bay Area is what really brings the message of this work alive. As a non-
local (foreign, actually) resident of the area, I feel not only sorry to see how, 
in the last 8 years, the daily routine has become a challenge for the local 
people, having to deal with the not-anymore subtle greed that took over the city 
of San Francisco, spreading its impact towards Oakland and Berkeley, but I also 
feel disgusted. Those thirsty-for-more-and-more-money have changed the image of 
California. Even more disheartening is to see newspapers or TV news bragging about 
how expensive the real estate is, or the high cost of living in the Bay Area. In a 
sentence: you, tech guys won! Yes, you showed everyone how rich and powerful you 
are! Why care about that family who was evicted from the house that you now rent 
for 10 times more money than they used to pay?

Of course, gentrification is not the only problem of the area, but this is the 
main idea behind the songs in this album: California, how did you get to this 
point? Maybe it is symbolic of a decline in Western Civilization? Or maybe it is 
just the Society enforcing the conditions for people to be accepted? You qualify 
as a person until the point where your bank account can afford it. Sad, but the 
modern way of life, potentiated in this microcosm called Bay Area, is just 
bringing people down (unless you are one of the tech guys). This is where “Where 
Muscle Cars Roam” starts: a note to the absurdity of the current days. Each song 
puts the area in the spotlight, and that is the intention. “Is it true that the 
techs killed San Francisco?”, Rufus echoes. And “yes” is the answer... I just hope 
that little Megan, who innocently sings “Itsy Bitsy Spider” in the beginning of 
“At play”, will be able to see a different, more enjoyable and fair picture of all 
this as she grows up, wearing flowers in her hair. Stupidity and evil cannot last 
forever… although, right now, the time in the Bay Area seems to pass slower… maybe 
that is the strongest power of the techies: let’s look at our brand-new, powerful 
phones, and forget what it means to be a person…

Thank you for joining us in this journey!

Luiz Ferrari
Just taking a ride with this tremendous band, California, February 2017
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BONESYARD – the crew in this journey

Adam

Hanna
Niko

Luiz
Brian
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